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Dear Friends,
Hope this message finds you and your loved ones healthy.
India's brutal second wave of Covid -19 has gripped the nation. As the country
recorded the world's highest daily cases, hospitals and individuals are raising
SOS, civil society is on its toes and courts are stepping in.
Increasing Covid-19 caseloads and a broken supply chain are at the heart of
the oxygen shortage India is staring at. As prices of oxygen cylinders shoot
up in the wake of the shortage, industries have stepped up to meet the growing
demand, following the directive from the central government to divert
industrial oxygen toward medical usage.
During this hour of crisis, we at IEEMA urge our members to stand united to
fight the pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic continues to produce a great deal
of uncertainty, stress and trauma. We are going throug h a global health
crisis, which is unprecedented in our lifetime.
But we must not lose hope. When we look back, humanity has survived and
emerged stronger from catastrophes, wars and recessions without ever losing
their joy of living & giving. A small shi ft in our perspective can generate
miracles. Let's continue to express our gratitude and fortify our resilience.
Today, many of our friends and families are struggling with health issues
and other concerns. We must do everything we need to do to protect a nd help
each other. IEEMA appreciates the contribution of our member companies
Secure Meter for installation of five oxygen plants at Udaipur and Kappa

electricals for fully equipped ICU Beds at Chennai towards humanity. And I
appeal to other members for generous contributions for the cause.
Please stay safe and stay home. We shall surely regain our freedom,
enterprise and socializing.

आज रास्ता बना लिया है , तो कि मं जजि भी लमि जाएगी,
हौसिों से भरी यह कोलिि जरूर रं ग िाएगी...
Stay Positive!
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